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The North Germanic languages make up one of the three branches of the Germanic languages, a sub-family
of the Indo-European languages, along with the West Germanic languages and the extinct East Germanic
languages.
North Germanic languages - Wikipedia
The Norsemen were a group of Germanic people who inhabited Scandinavia and spoke what is now called
the Old Norse language between c. 800 and 1300 AD.
Norsemen - Wikipedia
The Vikings in Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Iceland had slaves, or thralls. These thralls probably held
multiple roles, serving their masters in many ways in Viking society a thousand years ago.
Vikings abused and beheaded their slaves | ScienceNordic
The Stone Age menu was widely different depending on the region, climate and season. In Denmark, people
lived by hunting and gathering for more than 9,000 years until they changed their ways and became farmers.
Stone Age hunters liked their carbs | ScienceNordic
4 Introduction The Nordic Life Sciences sector is, despite a relatively small combined population of ca 25
million inhabitants 1, well-developed and holds some of the worldâ€™s most innovative and promising
projects in its pipeline.
EY - Nordic Life Sciences sector study 2014
Iceland is now taking a leap into the future of hydrogen. 15 years ago, Iceland built the first commercial
hydrogen station (and hosted the first HFC Nordic).
HFC Nordic / MMAG â€“ Green Energy Conference
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